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computer­generated   films,   motion   pictures   and 
electronic   games,   but   creating   such   scenes   is   a 
difficult   task   because   a   lot   of   modeling   and 
rendering aspects need to be addressed. Furthermore, 
as the ocean surface is usually very large, raytracing 
is   computationally   intensive.   The   most   important 
aspect  in this  context  is   the surface model used to 
represent   realistic   waves;   it   should   allow   realistic 
waves shape and motion at the lowest possible cost. 
Remaining   issues   are   light­water   interactions   and 
complex phenomena occurring at the surface, which 
usually depend on atmospheric conditions:
­   foam,  appearing   through advection  and   turbulent 
diffusion phenomena during the simulation, modifies 
radiance at the surface
­   sprays,  i.e.  small   droplets   created   by   foam 
interacting   with   wind,   involve   attenuation   and 
diffusion of light above the surface
­   second­order   scattering:   the   attenuation   and 
diffusion   of   light   within   the   water   body,   due   to 
particles in suspension
Taking   these   phenomena   in   consideration   greatly 
enhances the realism of ocean scenes as long as they 
rely   on   physical   parameters   and   are   approximated 
with sufficient accuracy. In a raytracing environment 




an   efficient   surface   model   and   physically­based 
complex phenomena,   integrated   into  a  unique  data 
structure.  After   reviewing  different   surface  models 
and complex phenomena proposed in the literature in 
section 2,  we choose a parametric model based on 
real   measurements   that   gives   realistic   results   and 
present   an   efficient   method   for   computing   ray­
surface   intersections   based   on   sphere   tracing   in 
section 3. This approach is then extended to include 
complex phenomena as  described above,  using  the 
same simple and efficient data structure (section 4). 
Finally, results are presented in section 5 along with 
considerations   about   implementation   and 
performances of our approach.
2. RELATED WORK
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years.   We   focus   mainly   on   papers   dealing   with 
scenes  depicting  the  ocean far   from the  shore,   i.e. 





Models  that  attempt to represent  the ocean surface 
accurately can usually be classified in two different 
approaches:   parametric   or   spectral.   Parametric 
approaches [FR86, Pea86, TB87, CGG01] represent 
the   ocean   surface   as   a   sum   of   periodic   functions 
which describe waves as a circular motion of water 
particles. This procedural model is very efficient but 
does not  yield realistic   results.  On  the other  hand, 
spectral   methods   [MWM87,Tes01]   are   based   on 
oceanographic   measures,   synthesized   by   spectral 
analysis and hence represent the ocean surface as a 
height   field  computed  from a  sum of  sinusoids  of 
various   amplitudes   and   phases;   small­scale   waves 
and   ripples   are  modeled   directly   by   adding   noise 
perturbation. This approach ensures high realism, but 
is not easily controllable.
To   overcome   these   problems,   hybrid,   procedural 
models   were   proposed   [PA01,   TG02].   The 
parameters can be obtained automatically from real 












The   model   proposed   in   [PA01]   includes   the 
apparition  of   foam on  waves   crests,  which   locally 
modifies   the   optical   properties   of   the   ocean.   The 
surface is discretized and rendered by a Monte Carlo 
path   tracer,   which   also   takes   into   account   the 
turbidity of the ocean, i.e. the opacity of the surface 
depending on particles suspended in the water. This 




computing   radiance   at   sampled  points  on   a   set   of 
horizontal   slices   within   the   water   volume   using 
volume rendering graphics hardware.
Complex   phenomena,   such   as   foam,   spray   or 




two­dimensional   water   surface   simulation   and   a 
three­dimensional   fluid   simulation   along   with   a 
physically based model.
As   a   conclusion,   among   these  methods   only   one 
[PA01] seems able to provide realistic ocean scenes, 
by   combining   an   efficient   surface   model   and 















its  direction of  propagation in   the  plane  θi  and  its 
phase ϕi. Several methods are proposed in [TG02] to 
extract  correct parameters from real measurements. 
All   the  pictures   in   this  paper  were  obtained  using 




trochoids or  more. The counterpart   is   that a  lot  of 
evaluations of trigonometric functions (or access to a 
precomputed,   lookup   table   storing   trochoids)   are 
needed   to   compute   the   displacement   of   a   single 
point;   this   is   particularly   critical   when   rendering 
ocean  scenes  using  ray marching,  since  it   involves 
computing   many   intersections   between   rays 
originating from the camera and the ocean surface.
3.1 Original sphere tracing formulation
Consider   the   zero­set   of   an   implicit   function 
F: R3 R→   ,  i.e.  the   set  of  points  p ∈ R3  that   satisfy 
F(p) = 0. Brute­force ray marching attempts to find 




that   case,   the   ray   crosses   the   surface   somewhere 
between  p  and  p'.  Otherwise the process continues 
for p' and p''= p' + ∆. The choice of ∆ is critical: if it 
is   too   small,   the   whole   process   requires   a   huge 
amount of evaluations of the implicit function, if it is 
too large intersections can be missed. A solution to 
this  problem is   the  sphere   tracing  method  [Har96, 
HW96], applicable for implicit surfaces that exhibit a 










                  F p =∑
i=1
N
ni p  1
Unenhanced  sphere  tracing  in   that  case  would  use 
the global Lipschitz bound L of function F; but this 
would also require to evaluate each individual term 
at   every   step   along   the   ray.   The   solution   is   to 











It  can be noted  that   the sorting step still  seems to 
require   the   evaluation  ni(p)  of   each   component; 
actually an approximated value based on the previous 
iteration   is   used   instead.   Experiments   using   this 
method   show   speedups   by   at   least   a   factor   10 
compared   to   brute­force   raytracing,   for   fractal 
surfaces defined by about 10 individual components.
3.2 Sphere tracing the ocean surface
In   the   case   of   our   ocean   surface   model,   and 
assuming   that   the   equation   defining   the   reference 
plane is y=0, the displacement ni at a point p:(x, y, z) 
at time t is defined as:
ni p = y−At /N −Ai
trochoid  ki  x∗cosiz∗sin i−i∗ti 2 
where N is the total number of waves, At is a global 
amplitude term, i = 2fi   , ki  = 2 / λi and trochoid 
describes the motion of a  water particle.  Thus,   the 
implicit function has the same form as in Eq. 1. 
In   order   to   apply   Algorithm   1,   we   still   need   to 
address several issues:
­  choice   of   a  minimum mi  for   each   component: 
since each component   is  bounded,   its   lowest  value 
occurs  when  (y­At)/N=­Ai  and  the   trochoid  reaches 
its maximum value. In that case, the global minimum 
is given by mi=­2Ai (see Fig. 1a).
­  choice   of   a   Lipschitz   bound   Li  for   each  
component:   in  the case of a  displacement function 
applied to a reference plane (such as a trochoid), we 
can   simply   use   its   maximum   derivative.   For   our 
model,   this  maximum  slope   is  obtained  when   the 
term trochoid(ki(x cosθi + z sinθi) – wit + ϕi) = 1
­  antialiasing:   as   in   [TG02],   a   simple   antialiasing 
technique   consists   in   progressively   reducing   the 
amplitudes of high­frequency components depending 
on the projection of the corresponding pixels on the 
screen   (see   Fig.   2).   In   our   case,   unnecessary 
components are neglected during the computation of 




As   noted   in   [HW96],  spatial   coherence  can   be 
exploited since the evaluation ni(p) is bounded:
ni p '−Li∥p− p'∥ni p ni  p 'Li∥p− p'∥




stage   of   Algorithm   1,   thus   avoiding   numerous 
function   evaluations;   as   a   counterpart,   the   global 
Lipschitz   bound  Le  may   not   be   a   maximum 




Image  coherence  can  also  be  exploited  directly  by 
the sphere tracing algorithm since, for a given frame, 
a sphere computed along a ray is guaranteed not to 
contain an intersection with the surface.  Thus,  if  a 
ray intersects a sphere computed for a previous ray, 
then it  may progress safely to the next intersection 




It   is   noticeable   that   exploiting   image   coherence 
requires storing successive spheres along rays.  Our 
data   structure   is   a   quadtree,   aligned   with   the 
reference   plane,   which   stores   successive   spheres 
along   rays   indexed   by   their   intersection  with   the 
surface   (see   Fig.   3b).   Any   accelerating   structure 
could be employed, but a quadtree seems a natural 
choice   since   fluid   surfaces   usually   have   regular 
shapes (especially ocean waves) which adapt well to 
axis­aligned partitioning. Following [HW96], image 
coherence   is   thus   implemented   by   searching   for 


































foam,   due   to   advection   and   turbulent   diffusion   of 
bubbles   near   the   surface   under   determined 




breaking   waves,   which   has   shorter   lifetime   and 
surface coverage, since our surface model does not 
represent this type of waves.
One   approach   to   foam   rendering   in   computer 
graphics makes use of  particle systems [HW04] to 






of   waves   propagating   around   it   [JBS03],   which 
yields   more   foam   in   high­frequency   areas. 
Unfortunately foam does not move in a realistic way 
between   successive   frames   of   an   animation. 
Therefore, as in [PA01], we prefer another approach 

























height   and N is   the   (non   normalized)   normal 
vector   at the considered point. Parameter  n  allows 
the   user   to   control   the   spread   of   foam   on  waves 
crests;   based   on   empirical   experiments,   our   most 
visually   convincing   results   were   obtained   with 






Here   again,   an   empirical   formula   for   the   radiance 
Lfoam  is suggested by oceanographers [Koe84]:
L foam=s '∗ f ef∗Re
where  Re  is   the   radiance  of  pure  white   foam.  The 
efficiency   factor  fef  is   originally   defined   as 
0.4 +­ 0.2; to account for the foam's age, we modify 
it   into  0.4 ­ 0.2.t.10­2  (truncated   to  0  if   negative) 
where  t  is the time parameter. Total radiance  at the 
surface Ltot is then:
Ltot=L 0 1−k rLr 0 
L 0 =L skyL sun cossunL foam
where  L(0)  is the radiance on the surface computed 
by taking account the luminance of the sky Lsky (resp. 





new   frame,   a   preprocessing   step   consists   in 









These   distances   are   computed   as   soon   as   an 
intersection point between the corresponding ray and







Oceanic   spray  can  be   seen  as  a  gaseous   exchange 
between the ocean and the atmosphere. It is mainly 
due to bubbles bursting at the surface, which release 




by   the   drops   are   left   in   the   atmosphere,   and   thus 
form oceanic sprays.
In   computer   graphics,   most   existing   methods 
simulate   sprays   using   a   particle   system   generated 
according   to   the   surface   height   [JG01,  HW04]   or 
surface variations [JBS03]. But these methods do not 
take   into   account   the   different   atmospheric 
conditions,   and   do   not   simulate   the   path   of   light 
going   through   sprays   (as   a  participating  medium). 
On the other hand, participating media in computer 
graphics   is   the   subject   of   numerous   papers   (see 
[PCPS97]   for  a   survey).  A  method   is  proposed   in 












B=0.380 log r /0.65



















where  dF(r,0)  is   the   size  distribution  at   the  ocean 
surface   computed   from   Eq.   6,   and  Hmax  is   the 
maximal   height   where   sprays   disappear.  We   now 




diffused and attenuated.  In the case of  sprays,   this 





k e z dz , ke=∫
rmin
rmax





are negligible.  Parameter  ke  is called the extinction 
coefficient, and k(r) is the efficient section of a spray 
of   radius  r.  Parameter  Qe  is   called   the  attenuation 
efficiency   (Qe  ~=   2  for   oceanic   sprays).   The 
attenuation is then defined as:




the   surface   and   the   amount  of   foam  is   computed, 




for   a   given   ray   is   obtained   by   integration   of   the 
diffuse radiance in all M spheres along this ray:






 z  z
where  ∆z  is   the   vertical   distance   between   two 
successive spheres.













types   (resp.   A,   B   or   C)   correspond   to   different 
turbidities (resp. clear, turbid or very turbid).
Due  to   its  complexity,   second order   scattering  can 
only be simulated using hierarchical data structures: 
illumination   volumes   [IDT02],   octrees   [JB02]   or 
horizontal planes [IDT03] were proposed. But these 
methods   do   not   take   particles   in   suspension   into 
account. Another approach [PA01, CS04] consists in 
computing the diffuse radiance according to the type 
of   water   and   its   concentration   of   phytoplancton 
particles; we propose to simplify and adapt this idea 
to our data structure.
Following [PA01], the directional radiance  L(0, , )θ φ  
in   direction  ( , )θ φ     re­emitted   to   the   surface   is 
defined as:
L 0, ,=L z , , e−cRL df  z
Ldf  z=Ldf 0 1−e
−c−K dcosR
8
where  L(z, , )θ φ   is the radiance at the bottom of the 
sea,  Ldf(z)  is   the   total   diffuse   radiance,  c  is   the 
extinction   coefficient  of  water,  Kd  is   the  diffusion 
coefficient, and R = z/(cos  ).θ
Ldf(0) is the diffuse radiance at the surface:




downwelling   irradiance  at   the   surface,   which 
depends   on   atmospheric   properties   (interested 
readers should refer to [PA01] for more details).
We replace the term  Ed(0)    in Eq. 9 by the diffuse 
radiance L(0) computed by Eq. 7:
Ldf 0 =0.33∗bb∗L 0/a






Ldf z =Ldf 0 1−e
−c−Kdz  10
with  z  the vertical distance between the surface and 







L df i z l 11
where ∆l  is the distance along the ray and Ldfi is the 
diffuse radiance of each sphere computed by Eq. 10. 
In   this   case   again,   spatial   coherence   allows   us   to 
reuse   diffuse   radiance   for   previously   computed 
spheres. Fig. 8 shows images obtained for clear and 





Our   method   is   implemented   as   a   plugin   for 
Autodesk's   Maya   6.5.   In   order   to   obtain   more 
realistic results,  a post­processing step is  added for 
each frame  to include glaring which is  particularly 
frequent   in   ocean   scenes,   due   to   high   contrasts 
between specular neighboring surfaces.
Figure 9. Glaring effect
Our   implementation   is   an   extension   of   a  method 
proposed in [Tho01]: the most specular points on the 
surface   are   considered,   and   a   ”glare   texture”   is 
mapped on   these  points,  whose  size   is  determined 
according to the distance from the viewer. A minimal 
distance   between   two   specular   points   is   also 
introduced  to avoid a concentration of glare points 
within   a   region,   which   would   yield   unrealistic 
results.  An example  is  shown on Fig.  9,  where all 
complex   phenomena   treated   by   our   algorithm   are 
also enabled (foam, sprays and light scattering).
5.2 Performances
Performances   of   our   method   were   evaluated   on 
different   ocean   surfaces   defined   by   an   increasing 
number   of   trochoids   waves;   the   other   parameters 
were constant. As expected, our method guarantees a 
significant   speedup   compared   to   brute­force   ray­
marching and unenhanced sphere tracing to compute 















result:  our method gives better  results  for a higher 
number of trochoids. This better convergence is due 
to   our     maximization   approach,   which   tends   to 
neglect most of the small amplitude waves with high 
frequencies. 
N SC TC Time
30 21% 24% 4:05mn
40 23% 30% 3:38mn











most   of   the   time   is   spent   to   find   intersections 
between   rays   and   the   surface,   whereas   foam   is 
computed   very   quickly   since  most   of   this   part   is 
performed using textures.
6. CONCLUSION
This  paper  presents   an   efficient  method   to   render 
realistic ocean scenes. A sphere­based data structure 
allows   to   accelerate   ray­surface   intersections 
computations   by   heavily   relying   on   spatial   and 
temporal coherence which are well­adapted to ocean 
scenes. To increase the realism of generated scenes, 
we   also   propose   new   formulations   to   integrate 
physically­based   phenomena   such   as   second   order 
scattering, foam and sprays into our data structure, 
without   significantly   reducing   performances.   The 
limitations   of   our  method   are  mainly   due   to   the 
surface   model,   which   can   not   represent   breaking 
waves and physically­based foam and spray induced 
by this phenomenon; we are currently studying how 
to integrate this type of waves.
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